Our Purpose

“through research and scholarship, to contribute to and promote practical and theoretical understandings of how education in its widest sense can be focused on environmental and sustainability issues”

Our Research and Scholarship

Explores the possibilities for education for sustainability, and the implications of these for liberal societies in general and for formal and informal educational provision.

Conceptualises the idea and role of learning in the management of environmental and social change.

Develops robust critical, theory-grounded understandings of education for sustainability and global citizenship.

Challenges the instrumental use of education, arguing that sustainable development is most usefully viewed as inherently a social learning process.

Key Areas of Research

education ← environment
sustainability ← learning
experience ← understanding
theory ← practice
values ← behaviours

Supporting Postgraduate Study

- PhD, EdD and MPhil degrees
- MRes and MA degrees
- PGCE environmental science
- Teacher professional development
- School development programmes
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